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Two other Interpretations of the Entringer Numbers
CHRISTIANE POUPARD
The Entringer’s integers were introduced to enumerate the down-up (or up-down) permutations ac-
cording to the first term. In a previous paper these integers are shown to enumerate Andre´’s trees
according to two parameters. In this paper we prove that they enumerate the direct alternative per-
mutations according to the absolute value of the first two terms and also according to a specified
term.
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Entringer has studied the enumeration of down-up (or up-down) permutations according to
the value of the first term (cf. [1]).
The down-up (resp. up-down) permutations of order h are the permutations .a1; a2; : : : ; ah/
of f1; 2; : : : hg with
a2p−1 > a2p; a2pC1 > a2p.resp. a2p−1 < a2p; a2pC1 < a2p/;
for
p 2

1; : : : E

h
2

:
For h  1; k  1, let "kh be the number of down-up permutations of order h C 1 starting
with k C 1I "kh is also the number of the up-down permutations of order h C 1 starting with
h − k C 1.
The first values of the coefficients "kh are shown in Table 1.
To write this table we can make use of the following recurrence relations:
"kh D 0 for h  1; k  h C 1I
"11 D 0I "kh D
h−1X
jDh−k
"
j
h−1 for h  2; 1  k  h − 1I
"hh D "h−1h for h  2:
When h is equal to 3, we have:
"13 D "22 D 1I "23 D "12 C "22 D 2I "33 D "23 D 2:
TABLE 1.
1 2 3 4 5
1 1
2 1 1
3 1 2 2
4 2 4 5 5
5 5 10 14 16 16
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The five down-up permutations of order 4 are classified as follows:
one starts with 2: .2; 1; 4; 3/
two start with 3: .3; 1; 4; 2/ and .3; 2; 4; 1/ and
two start with 4: .4; 1; 3; 2/ and .4; 2; 3; 1/:
Let Eh be the total number of the down-up (or up-down) permutations of order h; we have
obviously
Eh D
h−1X
kD1
"kh−1:
The set of the down-up (or up-down) permutations is an example of the Andre´ complex. We
recall that an Andre´ complex is formed by a sequence of sets .Y0; Y1; : : : ;Yh; : : :/ such that
the cardinality of Yi is equal to Ei for all i .
The Andre´ complexes have been introduced by Foata and Schu¨tzenberger [2].
In a previous paper [3], the Entringer numbers (i.e. the numbers "kh) have been naturally
introduced, in two different ways, for the set of Andre´ trees which is another Andre´ complex.
Our purpose, here, is to give a new interpretation of the Entringer numbers for the up-down
(or down-up) permutations and two interpretations of these numbers for a set of permutations
which is also an Andre´ complex.
Let Dh.h  2/, the set of the direct alternating permutations of order h, i.e. the up-down or
down-up permutations of order h in which 1 is before h.
We prove that Eh is the cardinality ofDh . Hence, the set of the direct alternating permutations
is an Andre´ complex.
To verify that, let us use a bijection between the set of down-up (or up-down) permutations
of order h and Dh , as follows: we transfer the set of the down-up (or up-down) permutations
of order h into Dh by keeping those permutations which are direct and transforming the rest
via complementation. By complementation we mean replacing the term i of the permutation
by h − i C 1.
First, the Entringer numbers are shown to enumerate the up-down permutations according
to the difference between the first two terms. More precisely, for h  2, let γ dh be the number
of the up-down permutations of order h, .a1; a2; : : : ; ah/, such that
a2 − a1 D d .with 1  d  h − 1/;
then
γ dh D "h−dh−1 :
When h is equal to 4, we have
γ 14 D "33 D 2I γ 24 D "23 D 2I γ 34 D "13 D 1: (1)
The five up-down permutations of order 4 are classified as follows:
d is equal to 3 for .1; 4; 2; 3/;
d is equal to 2 for .1; 3; 2; 4/ and .2; 4; 1; 3/ and
d is equal to 1 for .2; 3; 1; 4/ and .3; 4; 1; 2/:
To see why (1) holds, let us observe that given an up-down of order h, .a1; a2; : : : ; ah/, with
a2 − a1 D d, we can define the down-up .b1; : : : ; bh−1/ from .a2; : : : ; ah/ by ‘decreasing’
(subtracting one unit) the terms of the permutation greater than a1 and keeping the others.
And conversely, from .b1; : : : ; bh−1/, we can recover the first permutation, namely, by taking
a2 D b1 C 1; a1 D a2 − d
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and for j D 2; : : : ; h − 1
a jC1 D b j if b j < a1;
a jC1 D b j C 1 if b j  a1:
Since a1 is between 1 and h − d, whereas a2 is between d C 1 and h; b1 is between d and
h − 1. Hence,
γ dh D
h−2X
kDd−1
"kh−2 D "h−dh−1 :
Clearly, (1) can also be proved using down-up permutations.
Next, from (1), we can use the Entringer numbers to enumerate the direct alternating per-
mutations according to the absolute difference between the first two terms.
Indeed, we have seen the transition between the set of the direct alternating permutations and
the set of the up-down (or down-up) permutations: we keep some permutations and transform
the others by complementation which preserves the absolute difference between the first two
terms.
The five direct alternating permutations of order 4 are classified as follows: the absolute
difference of the first two terms is equal to 3 for .1; 4; 2; 3/, equal to 2 for .1; 3; 2; 4/ and
.3; 1; 4; 2/, and equal to 1 for .2; 3; 1; 4/ and .2; 1; 4; 3/.
Finally, the Entringer numbers are shown to enumerate the direct alternating permutations
of order h according to the term immediately after h.
Let F.h; k/.h  2; 1  k  h − 2/ be the set of the permutations of Dh in which the term
immediately after h is h − k.
We note F.h; h − 1/ the set of the permutations of Dh in which h is the last term.
If f .h; k/ is the cardinality of F.h; k/ .h  2; 1  k  h − 1/ then
f .h; k/ D "kh−1: (2)
We prove (2) by induction:
F.3; 1/ D f.1; 3; 2/g; F.3; 2/ D f.2; 1; 3/g;
then f .3; 1/ D 1 D "12 and f .3; 2/ D 1 D "22.
The permutations of F.h; 1/ end by h; h − 1, since no integer can follow h − 1. The first
h − 2 terms form all the Eh−2 up-down or down-up permutations of order h − 2 (from parity
of h).
Therefore f .h; 1/ D "1h−1.
On the other hand, F.h; h − 1/ is in bijection with the set of the down-up permutations of
order h in which the first term is h; by reading from right to left, a permutation of F.h; h−1/,
in which the last term is h, becomes a down-up permutation of order h in which the first term
is h.
Then f .h; h − 1/ D "h−1h−1.
Now, let k 2 f2; : : : ; h−2g. We can decompose F.h; k/ in two complementary sets F1.h; k/
and F2.h; k/ of cardinalities f1.h; k/ and f2.h; k/.
By definition, F1.h; k/ contains the permutations of F.h; k/ in which h − k C 1 is not
immediately after h − k.
Since in such a permutation h − k, and h − k C 1 are not adjacent, F1.h; k/ is in bijection
with F.h; k − 1/ by exchanging h − k and h − k C 1. Therefore
f1.h; k/ D f .h; k − 1/: (3)
In a permutation of F2.h; k/ appears the occurrence h; h − k; h − k C 1. Then we can
remove the two adjacent terms h − k and h − k C 1 and decrease (substract two units) the
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terms greater than h − k C 1. We obtain either the last term equal to h − 2 (i.e. a permutation
of F.h − 2; h − 3/), or an occurrence h − 2; a with a 2 f2; : : : ; h − k − 1g.
Accordingly,
f2.h; k/ D f .h − 2; h − 3/C f .h − 2; h − 4/C    C f .h − 2; k − 1/:
If we suppose (2) is true until h − 1 (for the first parameter), we have
f2.h; k/ D "h−k−1h−2 : (4)
By addition of relations (3) and (4) we obtain
f .h; k/ D f .h; k − 1/C "h−k−1h−2 I
similarly,
f .h; k − 1/ D f .h; k − 2/C "h−kh−2;
:::
f .h; 2/ D f .h; 1/C "h−3h−2I
on the other hand
f .h; 1/ D "1h−1 D "h−2h−2:
By addition, we obtain, for k 2 f2; : : : ; h − 2g
f .h; k/ D "h−k−1h−2 C "h−kh−2 C    C "h−2h−2
D "kh−1
So, (2) is verified for k 2 f1; : : : ; h − 1g.
Obviously, we have the symetric result: let G.h; k/.h  2; 1  k  h − 2/ be the set of
the permutations of Dh in which the term just before 1 is k C 1. We note G.h; h − 1/ the set
of the permutations of Dh in which 1 is the first term. Then, if g.h; k/ is the cardinality of
G.h; k/ .h  2; 1  k  h − 1/, it is easy to prove, by induction
g.h; k/ D "kh−1:
G.3; 1/ D f.2; 1; 3/g;
G.3; 2/ D f.1; 3; 2/g .2
0/
then g.3; 1/ D 1 D "12 and g.3; 2/ D 1 D "22.
The permutations of G.h; 1/ start with 2, 1, since no integer can precede 2. The last h − 2
terms form all the Eh−2 down-up permutations of order h − 2.
Therefore g.h; 1/ D "1h−1. On the other hand, G.h; h−1/ contains the up-down permutations
of order h which start with 1.
Then g.h; h − 1/ D "h−1h−1.
Now, let k 2 f2; : : : ; h−2g. We can decompose G.h; k/ in two complementary sets G1.h; k/
and G2.h; k/ of cardinalities g1.h; k/ and g2.h; k/.
By definition G1.h; k/ contains the permutations of G.h; k/ in which k is not immediately
before kC1. Since in such a permutation, k and kC1 are not adjacent, G1.h; k/ is in bijection
with G.h; k − 1/ by exchanging k and k C 1. Then
g1.h; k/ D g.h; k − 1/: .30/
In a permutation of G2.h; k/ appears the occurrence k; k C 1; 1. We can remove the two
adjacent terms k and k C 1 and decrease (subtract two units) the terms greater than k C 1.
We obtain either an up-down permutation of order h − 2, starting with 1, or a permutation
in which we find an occurrence a, 1 with a 2 fk; : : : ; h − 3g.
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Consequently,
g2.h; k/ D "h−3h−3 C g.h − 2; k − 1/C g.h − 2; k/C    C g.h − 2; h − 4/:
If we suppose (20) is true until h − 1 (for the first parameter) we have
g2.h; k/ D "h−k−1h−2 : .40/
From (30) and (40) the proof is along the same lines as in the previous case.
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